Throw Catch Collective
presents

Jugg Life is an explosive fusion of dynamic live percussion and relentless energy with the breathtaking
skills of two of Australia’s best jugglers.

“A show full of laughter that will have you in
awe of their spectacular skills”
-Aspire Magazine, Naomi Giatas
“Hutton and Fisher... have taken juggling to
a whole new exciting level”
-Theatre Press, Myron My
WINNER Gasworks Circus Showdown
2015
NOMINATED Melbourne Fringe Festival
Best Circus & Best Kids 2016
NOMINATED Green Room Awards:
Performance for Young Audiences 2019

www.facebook.com/JuggLifeShow
Age suitability- 5 years to adult.
Trailer: https://youtu.be/OPvnGSf1w-E
Jugg Life is an explosive fusion of dynamic live percussion and relentless energy with the
breathtaking skills of two of Australia’s best jugglers and a combined 30 years of performing
experience. Beginning with the simple beat of a drum and ending with the total mayhem of
both performers keeping ludicrous numbers of props in the air, Jugg Life is an intense,
non-stop escalation of skill and entertainment. As sound melds seamlessly with world-class
technical ability and energetic stage presence, performers Byron Hutton and Joe Fisher
display precisely what they love about juggling in every way possible, incorporating
competition, danger, music and a Rubik's Cube. Colourful, visual, turbulent and fun, Jugg Life
is a show for the entire family.

Byron Hutton and Joe Fisher are both internationally recognised performers, and have each performed in
7 countries. Now, after juggling alone for far too long, these two renowned performers have joined forces
to create Jugg Life, a juggling show which incorporates a unique style of live music and onstage
chemistry in order to do the impossible and make 40 minutes of juggling thoroughly entertaining. The
show’s aim is simple yet powerful- communicating to the audience the possibilities of juggling, and why
the performers love it so much. With this in mind, the show is a progression from monochrome to
colourful, from analog to digital, from precise to chaotic, and is interspersed with moments of perfect
synchronicity, subtle humour and the sheer jubilation of nailing uniquely difficult moves. Dozens of
skillsets are utilised to display juggling in every imaginable way- a precise display of musical timing, an
evolving creative endeavour, an intense exhibition of competitive one-upmanship and, above all, a
celebration of a beloved pastime between friends.

The audience is invited to join the performers as the show progresses and the stakes get higher. Jugg Life
introduces its base concept of juggling before demonstrating its many presentations, involving tightly
refined sequences, frenzied catches and even a Rubik’s cube, in a show that is entirely defined by the duo
executing it. It is absolutely unique in both skill level and style, and is a no-pretense look at the art and
practice of juggling.

A workshop can be attached to the show, running for one hour and designed to teach people of
all ages how to juggle in a fun, inclusive environment. Contact us for more details.

Specifications
Jugg Life is typically presented in a theatre setting, but is designed to be modular and adaptable, and has
succeeded on festival stages with limited production and in shortened forms at galas and events. Get in
touch to discuss options for your venue.
The below specifications refer to the full black-box show.
Running Time: 40 mins (no interval)
Cast/Crew: Two performers
Stage: 3.5m x 5m with 4.5m clearance
Sound: Controlled from laptop and iPad by performers onstage (2x D.I. required)
Show involves some live percussion, which may need to be amplified in a venue of more than
300 seats (2x condenser microphones).
Lights: Show can operate on a simple lighting rig in a shared space (basic coloured washes
and back lighting). The show is cued by the house tech, and the lighting plot typically takes 3
hours.
Technical Contact: Joe Fisher
+61 477 172 663
joefisher297@gmail.com

Touring History
2019
Logan Entertainment Centre - QLD
Brunswick Picture House - NSW
Lost Lands Festival - VIC
Clunes Town Hall - VIC
Taste of Tasmania Festival - TAS
2018
Western Australian Circus Festival - WA
Melbourne Fringe Festival - VIC
Borderville Festival - NSW
Sidesault at the Melba - VIC
Woodford Folk Festival - NSW
2017
New Zealand Juggling & Circus Festival - NZ
Darebin Kite Festival - VIC
Mullum Circus Festival - NSW
The Falls Music & Arts Festival - TAS
2016
Live at the Wharf - TAS
Melbourne Fringe Festival - VIC
The Falls Music & Arts Festival - TAS
2015
FRINGE WORLD Perth - WA
Adelaide Fringe Festival - SA
Gasworks Circus Showdown - VIC
Westside Circus - VIC

